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Previous total-energy calculations for bulk Gao 5Ino 5P alloys have demonstrated that the lowestenergy configuration at T=O corresponds to phase separation into GaP+InP, followed by the ordered
GaInP2 chalcopyrite phase as the next lowest state; the (111)-ordered CuPt-like superstructure is predicted to lie at a much higher energy. Yet, vapor-phase crystal growth has shown CuPt-like long-range ordering in relatively thick Gao 5Ino 5P films grown on a lattice-matched (001) GaAs substrate. We present
here first-principles local-density total-energy calculations for Ga05Ino 5P/GaAs(001) in various twodimensional structures, each having a free surface. For one-monolayer coverage, we find electronically
driven surface reconstructions, consisting not only of the previously known cation dimerization, but also
of buckling and tilting of the surface dimers. These considerably stabilize the CuPt-like surface topology
over all other forms of surface order, including phase separation. Furthermore, a Ga/In layer covered
by three monolayers still exhibits a significant energy preference (relative to kTg, where Tg =900 K is the
growth temperature) for the CuPt structure. If complete atomic mobility were to exist irrespective of
how deeply buried the atoms are, we would then expect that the surface-stable CuPt ordering would exist in the near-surface regions, whereas deeper layers would revert to the bulk-stable structures. Since,
however, surface atomic mobilities are far larger than bulk mobilities, it is possible that surfacestabilized structures will be frozen in and consequently ordering will propagate into macroscopic film dimensions. In light of our results, we describe several possible ways that surface effects could lead to
long-range CuPt-like ordering.

I. INTRODUCTION: CAN ORDERED
INTERSEMICONDUCTOR BULK COMPOUNDS
BE STABLET

'

semiconductor
alloys
pseudobinary
princiwidely used in electronic devices,
pally because they allow a continuous range of materials
parameters, tunable by changing the composition x.
Their utility in such applications rests largely on the possibility of achieving a single, homogeneous solid phase.
however, such disordered singleThermodynamically,
phase bulk alloys are expected to be stable only at relaThis can be seen by considtively high temperatures.
ering the excess enthalpy AHb„&k of phase n in bulk form
defined as the energy of a with respect to the energy of
equivalent amounts of the constituents AC and BC at
their bulk equilibrium lattice parameters a~c and a~c:
Isovalent

B C are

bHb„I„=E(a, a ) —(1 x)E(AC, a„c)—xE(BC, a~c)

.

Fitting the measured liquidus and solidus curves has
shown ' that all isovalent III-V and II-VI semiconductor
alloys have AHb'„, 'k 0 for the a=disordered (D) phase.
Hence such disordered alloys are expected to be thermodynamically stable only above a "miscibility gap" (MG)
temperature
TMG, where the negative entropy term
—TMzhS overwhelms
exAHb„I'k. Classic theories
plained why EHb„j'k 0 by postulating that all AC-BC interactions in such systems are fundamentally repulsive,
due to the increase in elastic energy upon mixing constit-

)

)

uents of dissimilar atomic sizes. Since the present paper
deals with a surface-induced mechanism for ordering in
III-V alloys, we first summarize in this section the
current understanding of bulk ordering mechanisms, so
that the need for alternative mechanisms becomes ap-

parent.
'
calculations
have
First-principles
total-energy
shown that AHb„&k consists of three contributions.
(i) A non-negative energy term associated with volume
deformation of the constituents into the alloy's volume.
for sizeThis uolume deformation -energy vanishes
matched binary components
(e.g. , A1As-GaAs and
as correctly
CdTe-HgTe); otherwise, it scales with (b, a
This term
surmised by the classic elastic models.
tends to drive phase separation for alloys with b, a %0.
(ii) A strain relief term -rejecting energy-lowering
atomic relaxations that reduce the strain associated with
onto a fixed latpacking difFerent bond arrangements
'
Like the volume-deformation
tice.
energy, this
—
term is small for nearly size-matched components, but
unlike it, the strain-relief term depends sensitively on the
of the atomic arrangements.
interfacial
symmetry
B C systems,
Among the pseudobinary adamantine 3
the chalcopyrite structure (Fig. 1) is best able to accommodate dissimilar tetrahedral arrangements, ' whereas
among binary adamantine
2, „B phases, the zincRH1 structures have the
blende and the rhombohedral'
lowest (in fact, zero) strain energies. Since the random alloy manifests a statistical distribution of (both stable and
it is overall less
unstable) local atomic arrangements,
able to accommodate strain than these special ordered
structures. Strain relief can therefore drive selective or-

),

''

&
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dering of the random alloy: for certain strain-minimizing
(0)
(D)
one can have AHbulk
ordered structures
~Hbulk
gardless of the sign of the two individual formation
The sum of the volume-deformation
enthalpies.
and
strain-relief energies (total strain) can be zero only in topologically unconstrained" binary structures (e.g. , zinc
blende and RH1), which possess sufficient structural degrees of freedom to accommodate all of the bonding constraints. All pseudobinary
structures are
adamantine
constrained, so for h a %0 their total strain energy is positive. '

0

(iii) The charge excha-nge energy reflects chemical interactions attendant, e.g. , upon charge transfer between
' For size-matched systems this
the constituents. '
can be conveniently modeled by the Madelung energy of
a fixed lattice, ' showing that among pseudobinary
adamantine
structures this term is lowest for the
A C + BC (phase-separated)
system, followed by the
(111)-oriented ( AC)~(BC)~ superlattices and the random
alloy. For size-mismatched systems, charge, in general, is
transferred from the constituent with the smaller to that
with the larger lattice constant. ' This lowers the energy' if the direction of charge Qow is toward the constituent with the larger electronegativity, i.e., if the smaller of
the two constituents has the smaller electronegativity.
The results of quantitative first-principles total-energy
calculations for a number of IV-IV, III-V, and II-VI intersemiconductor compounds in various structures'
can be summarized in light of the above analysis, thus addressing the question posed in the title of this section, as
follows.
(i) In size matched -pseudobinary
systems (e.g. , AIAsGaAs or CdTe-HgTe), the constituent-strain and strainrelief energies vanish separately for all structures. Hence,
the stability order is determined by the short-range chernical interactions, which are weakly repulsive. The lowest
energy then corresponds to phase separation, followed by
the (111) superstructures and by the random alloys as the
next lowest energy phases. We hence do not expect, on
the basis of thermodynamics, any ordered bulk intersemiconductor compounds in this class of materials.
(ii) In size mismatche-d binary systems there are two
cases. First, in Si& „Ge the stability sequence is phase
separation, followed by the random alloy, then the rhom-

'
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FIG. 1. Some of the
adamantine

pseudobinary

observed ordered 3D structures
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RH1 structure. Here, phase separation into
is favored both by vanishing strain and chargeexchange energies, both of which are positive in the combined SiGe system. The "topologically unconstrained"
RH1 (Ref. lg) and zinc-blende structures have vanishing
total strain energies but unfavorable charge-exchange energies. The second case is exemplified by SiC. Like SiGe,
SiC too has vanishing total strain energy in the topologically unconstrained structures.
However, strong charge
transfer stabilizes its ordered phases (e.g. , zinc-blende and
its polytypes) over phase separation.
Hence, there are
stable compounds for bulk SiC but not for Sioe.
(iii) In size mis-matched pseudobinary systems, such as
Ga, In P or GaAs, Sb, the stability sequence is
phase separation, followed by the chalcopyrite structure
and the random alloy; the (111) superstructures
(Fig. 1)
have the highest energies in this sequence. Again, phase
separation is favored by vanishing strain and chargeexchange energies, while chalcopyrite is favored over the
remaining structures by the favorable strain-relief energy.
In the special case of the chalcopyrite phases of A1InP2
and A1InAs2, a coInbination of favorable strain relief and
significant charge transfer from the smaller Al atom to
the larger and more electronegative In atom leads to the
prediction' that the CH phase of these two compounds
is absolutely
stable, so AHb„&~' & O. Hence, sizemisrnatched pseudobinary semiconductors are characterized by metastable chalcopyrite bulk ordering for all but
A1InP2 and A1InAsz for which stable chalcopyrite bulk
ordering is predicted; all other ordered structures of this
class are expected to be unstable.
bohedral

Si+Ge

"

"

II.

INTKRSKMICONDUCTOR COMPOUNDS
IN THIN FILMS

All of the above expectations correspond to bulk equilibrium conditions appropriate to cases where the growminimuming alloy is free to attain its three-dimensional
crystal arrangement. '
energy
Vapor-phase
crystal
growth techniques such as organometallic vapor-phase
epitaxy (OMVPE) or molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) involve thin three-dimensional
films that are often grown
coherently on a fixed substrate. Recently, such OMVPE
and MBE growth experiments have revealed spontaneous
long-range order in a number of isovalent pseudoand binary
binary
semiconductor alloys. These
ordered structures (see Fig. 1) can be described as shortperiod superlattices ( AC) (BC) whose atomic layers are
oriented in the direction G (not necessarily the growth
direction). The CuAu-I-like structure (CA) has p =q =1
and G = [001 ], the chalcopyrite
(CH) structure has
p =q =2 and G= [201] and the CuPt-like (CP) structure
has p =q =1 and G=[111]. Observations of CA ordering in AIGaAs2/GaAs
(110) were reported in Ref. 20,
while CH ordering in InGaAsz/InP (110) was described
in Ref. 31. A similar CH ordering was seen in
Ga2AsSb/InP (100) in Ref. 32, while the same material
was reported also to order in the CP structure in Ref. 33.
Indeed, CuPt ordering seems to be the most prevalent
form: It has been seen also in In2AsSb/InSb (100),
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GalnAs~/InP
(100) and
(100),
InA1As2/InP (100), Ga2AsP on a (100) alsubstrate
and
A1GaInP/GaAs
(100).
loy
Rhombohedral-type ordering was seen in
Si, Ge„.
The prototype examples for ordering in pseudobinary
B C alloys that we wish to discuss here are the CP
ordering of GaInP2/GaAs (100) and the CA ordering of
AIGaAsz/GaAs (110). Our foregoing discussion on the
stability of various bulk intersemiconductor phases serves
to explain why these particular forms of spontaneous
long-range order are especially interesting.
(i) These isovalent alloys are known ' to have positive
mixing enthalpies AHb„&I, &0 when disordered, so ordered phases can represent stable equilibrium only in the
unusual case where special structures 0 have EHb„&k &0
despite AHb„&'& & 0. Initially, a nu~ber of calculations on
A1GaAs2 indicated that AHb„&&' &0 for the observed
CA structure. However, these were later shown
to
be either incomplete or incorrect, so that in fact
hH' ' 0 (actually, even'
b, H'
b, H' ' is true).
show'
Calculations
on
also
that
GaInP2
EHb„&&' & AHb„&'k &0. Hence, the observed ordering cannot represent bulk equilibrium.
(ii) Even if phase separation were slowed down by bulk
kinetic limitations, calculations of AHb„&k and our foregoing discussions show that the next lowest-energy state of
size-mismatched alloys is the chalcopyrite structure (observed
in GaAso 5Sbo 5), not the CP structure seen in
GaInP2, whereas for the lattice-matched Alp 5Gap 5As alloy, the next states are the (111)-ordered structures and
the random alloy, not the (100)-ordered CA structure.
Therefore, even if the ordering were metastable (in the
sense that an excited configuration
is grown, then
"frozen") bulk energetics indicates that this would not result in the structures that are actually observed for
Gap 5Inp 5P and Alp 5Gap 5AS.
(iii) In the case of lattice-mismatched
systems, coherent
epitaxial growth could stabilize the homogeneous phase
Here, one
by raising the energies of the constituents.
considers the case where the growing film is sufficiently
thin so that the homogeneous phase e, as well as its
decomposition products AC and BC, are all coherently
matched in the parallel direction a to the substrate's lattice constant a, (all other structural parameters relax subject to this constraint). In this case the relevant excess
enthalpy'"' is not that given by Eq. (1) but rather the energy relative to constituents that are strained coherently:
A1InP2/GaAs

GaInAsP,

3

)

')

~~

H~

~

(a'all

a

)

(1 x)E(AC, all

a, )

.
xE(aC, a„~ =a, ) —
Note therefore that if a, is chosen to match the bulk
equilibrium lattice constant of the homogeneous phase a
(but a~cAa~cXa ), the existence of a substrate poses no
efFect on o, but raises the energies of AC and BC. This
could then expose the previously unstable (EHb„Iq &0)
homogeneous
stable, i.e. ,
phase a as epitaxially
have
shown
that such
AH,' & 0. Calculations
epitaxial-stabilization
effects can suppress
the bulk
miscibility-gap
temperature
(indeed, the bulk-insoluble

GaP-GaSb system has been observed to exhibit extended solubility when grown epitaxially). However, such
coherent epitaxial effects do not alter the relative stabilities' of the CH, the disordered, and the CP phases
of Gao 5Ino sP/GaAs.
For the
lattice-matched
Alo 5Gao sAs/GaAs system coherent epitaxy has no efFect
since aac=aac =a
Hence, our current theoretical understanding suggests
that neither bulk thermodynamics nor coherent epitaxial
effects can explain the ordered CP structure seen in
GaInP2 or the CA structure seen in A1GaAs2. Such observations are nevertheless of great practical interest, as
the optical properties of such "ordered alloys" are substantially different from those of the disordered alloys of
This opens the possibility of
the same composition.
tuning alloy properties (through selection of growth parameters controlling ordering) even at fixed composition.
Before abandoning a thermodynamic reasoning for ordering in favor of some "kinetic factors, we examine next
the role that surface energetics might play.

"

III. THE POSSIBILITY OF SURFACE-INDUCED
INTERSEMICONDUCTOR ORDERED COMPOUNDS

'

' '
There are experimental indications
suggesting
that the CP-type ordering could be induced at the free
surface during growth. If the [111]ordering were of bulk
origin one would expect all four I ill] variants to be
present (these are equivalent in the bulk by symmetry);
only two, however (the [111]and [111]denoted as CP~;
'
the other two are CP„), are seen.
Furthermore, a
given type of ordering is frequently observed only for
We will theregrowth on a given substrate orientation.
fore consider the excess energies of various epitaxially
coherent phases a, each having a free surface:

'

bH', „,'z

—
E(a,„,r, =a—
, a~~ =a, )
, ) —(1 x)E( AC, „,&—
—xE(aC, „„,a„=a, ) .
a~~

Like in the three-dimensional

(3D) structures underlying

Eq. (2), here too, coherent epitaxy will tend to suppress

phase separation. However, unlike the 30 case, the existence of a free surface permits both new, strain-relieving
relaxations and electronically driven reconstructions. We
will therefore investigate the possibility that the lowestenergy atomic topology at the free surface of an alloy is
qualitatively difFerent from that of the three-dimensional
bulk. While surface structures without bulk counterparts
often have been observed in meta1 alloys, ' these persist
only for a few monolayers. The far slower bulk diffusion
in semiconductors
could, however, cause the surfacestable topology to be retained metastably after the surface
has been covered by growth of subsequent layers. This
would lead to the unusual effect of surface-induced ordering that propagates to macroscopic length scales. We
focus here on Ga05In05P on the (001) GaAs substrate
and contrast AH,'„,'f for this alloy with the corresponding
values for Alo 5Gao sAs, which does not order on (001)
substrates [it does
on the (110) surface, which is not
considered here].

SPONTANEOUS SURFACE-INDUCED LONG-RANGE ORDER

Previous theories ' '
have considered elastically
driven surface re-laxation (not reconstruction) effects as a
possible driving force for ordering. We find (Sec. V),
however, that the resulting energy differences between
the various competing topologies are too small to account
for ordering at a (typical) growth temperature (T ) of 900
K. Another model discussed ordering in terms of ad
hoc "growth rules, which were designed to produce the
observed CP structure but lack any other justification.
We have performed first-principles total-energy calculations for P-terminated and Ga/In-terminated
GaInP2 bilayers on a GaAs substrate, permitting the cation layer to
take up different topologies, ranging from phase separated to various ordered structures. The presence of such a
free surface leads to surface reconstructions. Our calculations show that for the cation-terminated surface such
electronically driven surface reconstructions (i.e., dimerization, buckling, and tilting, see Sec. V) stabilize the ob
served CPti structure of GaInP2 (but not AlGadsg over
other structures by 84 meV per surface atom, so this type
of surface ordering is predicted to be thermodynamically
preferred at Tg. We have next considered structural
preferences for "buried" Ga/In layers. While coverage is
certain to undo the reconstruction of buried layers, it is
possible that the reconstruction of the top (surface) layer
would exert (chemical or elastic) effects a few layers
below the surface, thus stabilizing there a certain atomic
"topology" over the others. In systems with buried
Ga/In layers the Ga/In layers below the top two layers
have a bulklike environment, so we use the computationally simpler valence-force-field
(VFF) method
(whose
parameters are fit to first-principles results) to calculate
the relative stability of such "buried" layers. We consider various arrangements of 2, 4, or 6 monolayers (referring to each cation and anion layer as a monolayer) of
GaInP on a GaAs substrate of at least 11 monolayers,
with the deepest Ga/In layer denoted as the hth subsurface layer. The top two monolayers (surface h =0 and
first subsurface h =1) are kept fixed at the geometry
determined from first-principles
calculations, with all
remaining atomic positions being relaxed to minimize the
VFF energy We find . that CPti is selectively stabilized
also for h =3. Our calculations hence show that surface
reconstruction not only favors atomic arrangements that
are unstable in the bulk, but that it also results in energy
differences large enough to produce order at T . Of
course, the chemical or elastic influence of the top surface
can penetrate only a few layers into the film. Hence, even
though we find that the CPz structure is energetically
preferred at the third subsurface layer, this structure
would not propagate much deeper if atoms could diffuse
freely inside the bulk (recall that the CH, not the CP
structure is the stablest in bulk form). However, if atomic mobility decreases sufFiciently rapidly below the growing surface, the CPz structure formed at the surface
would be frozen in and perpetuated throughout the film.
In light of our results, we propose in Sec. VIII several
possible scenarios by which the full three-dimensional
CP~ structure could be formed near the surface and
frozen in by subsequent growth. We next discuss the

"

meaning
layers.

IN. . .

of such constraints on atomic mobilities in deep
IV. METHOD OF CALCULATION
A. Basic premises and approximations

Bulk thermodynamic
models assume that sufhcient
atomic mobility exists during growth so that atoms can
always explore and find their global equilibrium positions; the microscopic structure of the crystal then does
not depend on the way it was grown. While this is often
the case in melt and solution growth, low-temperature
vapor growth techniques are characterized by large surface mobilities but by small mobilities for atoms in the
solidified, buried layers. Our basic premise here will be
that at the free surface, atoms will take up only energyminimizing positions, but that when buried by subsequent
layers the topology (but not the reconstruction) established at the free surface is frozen in, even though it no
longer represents the lowest energy of the bulk. The term
"topology" requires some explanation:
we know
that, e.g. , cation-terminated (001) surfaces of zinc-blende
semiconductors exhibit dimerization and possibly other
forms of reconstruction. For an alloy surface we need to
distinguish between such structural degrees of freedom
(which we denote as "geometry") and the overall surface
pattern or connectivity of the alloy atoms (which we
denote as "topology" ). We hence assume that subsequent
coverage of the surface freezes in the surface-stable topology (although coverage must, of course, undo surfacedriven relaxation and dimerization).
The number of adlayers h, required to effectively halt atomic diffusion is
unknown, and will be treated as a parameter.
In bulk

~.

+
equilibrium h, —
If h, is a single monolayer, one expects that the
energy-minimizing
Ga/In topology of the cationterminated surface would be perpetuated during growth,
since each new Ga/In layer would adopt this topology
and each buried layer would be frozen in this topology.
We will hence determine first the energy-minimizing
structure of the cation-terminated surface (Sec. V). If h,
is larger, one expects that the structure and topology of
the top layer could still influence the topology a few layers below, e.g. , through subsurface strain.
Conversely,
ordered buried layers could influence the placement of
the surface reconstructions, an effect that could produce
the correct layer phasing necessary to build up a true
three-dimensional
CP~ structure. We will therefore calculate next AH', „,'f for various Ga/In layers that are 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5 monolayers below the surface (Secs. VI and
VII). Finally, if h, is even larger, one expects to recover
the result of three-dimensional epitaxial calculations.
The present approach differs from Monte Carlo
growth-simulation
models, ' which explore the effect
on the free surface of kinetic variables such as activation
barriers for adsorption, migration, and desorption of individual atoms. Instead, we assume a complete (fiat) surface and explore its equilibrium structure and energy.
Our approach is also distinct from molecular dynamics
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which study the time evolution of the kisimulations,
netic pathway, or from stochastic growth models, ' which
search for a set of empirical "growth rules" producing
(through atomistic simulations) a desired atomic order
without minimizing any energy functional. Hence, our
basic approach consists of exploring first the extent to
which surface equilibrium efFects [through Eq. (3)] can
explain ordering, falling back on kinetic arguments only
when the former approach fails to explain the observa-

tions.
We describe the (001) surface structure of the alloy using a (2X2) surface unit cell. This cell is large enough to
describe the topologies of several common bulk structures (including CP, CH, and CA) yet simple enough to
be treated using the first-principles
pseudopotential
and calculated
method. It differs from the observed
(2X4) structure of GaAs (001), which is believed to be a
partially covered surface.
There is evidence that surface steps are important for
of
the selective growth of one of the two subvariants
CP& (either [ill] or [111])and may be responsible for
periodic lateral phase separation observed, e.g. , in
Al, Ga As/GaAs (100). It has also been speculated
that steps may be necessary for the correct CPz stacking
of the layers during growth. Our results show, however,
that the CP~ structure can be achieved without the presence of steps, although step motion and other kinetic factors could determine the relative proportions of the two
subvariants

of CPz.

B. Structure of supercells
The total excess energy b, HI„,)f of Eq.

(3) is calculated
in a repeated slab geometry. Each structure has a few
monolayers of GaAs representing the substrate and a few
lattice-matched GaInP layers on top of it. Above them
we retain a few empty layers; this structure is then repeated periodically. Our basic computational strategy is

to compare the energies of such supercells, varying (i) the
atomic topology of the Ga/In layer(s), and (ii) the depth h
of the deepest Ga/In layer below the surface (h =0
denotes the surface layer). We hence fix the topology of
the unit cell (i.e. , the connectivity of atoms) but permit
relaxations and reconstructions that lead to a minimum
energy structure for each topology.
Considering first the energies of a single Ga/In surface
layer on a (001) substrate we ask whether bH', „,)f of Eq.
(3) can explain (i) the preference of ordering (CA, CP,
CH) over phase separation in GaInP; (ii) the preference
for CP over other structures (CA, CH, etc); (iii) the
preference of CP~ over CP~; and (iv) the absence of order in the lattice-matched A10~Gao ~As/GaAs (001) alloy. These questions can be phrased in terms of the relative stability of the five prototype (001) alloy bilayers
shown in Fig. 2. By stacking these layers in different
structures are obtained
ways, several three-dimensional
(Table I). These questions are addressed by calculating
the appropriate hH,'„,'f using the first-principles pseudoSecond, we ask whether an energetic
potential method.
preference persists between structures a —e if such layers
are buried h monolayers below the surface.

C. Pseudoyotential

calculations

Two types of slabs were used. The first, which was
used for most of the cation-terminated surfaces, consisted
of three atomic substrate layers (Ga-As-Ga) covered on
each side by single, cation-terminated bilayers of GaInP2
(or AIGaAsz) in the topologies a —e (of Fig. 2) and
separated by four empty layers. The bottom and top layers are kept identical to prevent spurious charge transfer.
The second type was a single-surface slab with a
Gao ~Ino ~P top surface and a GaAs bottom surface terminated by half a monolayer of Ga.
The bottom surface is semiconducting;
this prevents spurious charge

TABLE I. 3D structures characterized by stacking of the (001) bilayers shown in Fig. 2. The structures are identified both by a superlattice notation (the direction Cx and the repeat period 2n) and by the
name used in the text. Each layer is shifted laterally as indicated in parentheses (in units of the zincblende lattice constant). Several other structures are degenerate with those tabulated: [110] n =1 is
identical to [001] n = 1 CA; [201] n =2 CH is degenerate with [021] n =2 CH, and [010] CA is degenerate with [100] CA. The [102] n =2 and [012] n =2 CH structures have (001) layers that cannot be
represented by the 2X2 patterns in Fig. 2. Notice that the d layer occurs only in the observed CP&
phase and in the [110] n =2 superlattice. The two are distinguished only by the third layer stacking.
Structure
Name

a (0, 0)

(binary)

(binary)

[021]
[100]
[001]

[111]
[110]

[111]
[110]

Bilayer number

CH
CA
CA
CP

CP~

b(0, 0)
e(0, 0)
e(0, 0)
a(0, 0)
c(0, 0)
c(0, 0)
d(0, 0)
d(0, 0)

2

3

a( 2, 0)

a (0, 0)

—,

b(0, 0)

& ( ', o)
e ( ', o)
—,

', 0)
e ( —,
b(-,', 0)
', 0)
c( —
', 0)
c(—
-',
d( 0)
d(-,', 0)

e(0, 0)
a(0, 0)

a(-,', 0)
', 0)
b (—
e(0, —,' )
', 0)
e ( —,
', 0)
b (—

c(0, 0)

')
c(0, ——
', 0)
c( —
')
d(0, —

d(0, 0)

', 0)
d( —
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various surfaces are accurate to better than 10 meV per
surface atom.

(c)

(a)
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=

[100]

FIG. 2. Surface atomic arrangements for the 2X2 surface
cell. See Table I for the description of the bulk structures that
can be obtained by different stacking of these surface unit cells.

transfer between opposite surfaces. The single-surface
slab is computationally
more expensive but it allows relaxations five layers below the surface and was used to
check oux results. We use the first-principles localmethod
with the exchange
density pseudopotential
correlation potential of Perdew and Zunger
to calculate
the total energies of the slabs; quantum-mechanical
forces are used to find equilibrium geometries. In order
to reduce the computational cost, we generated "soft"
This
pseudopotentials using the method of Vanderbilt.
allows us to achieve basis-set convergence with a relatively small plane-wave cutoff of only 10 Ry. The resulting
lattice constants of the binary constituents (GaP, InP,
GaAs, and A1As) are about 4% smaller than experiment;
the deviation, however, is uniform so lattice constant
matches and/or mismatches are preserved. We use a 2D
projection of the 10 face-centered-cubic special k points
to perform the surface Brillouin-zone integrals.
We have performed several tests in order to check that
interactions between the two surfaces of our seven-layer
slab did not bias our results (the geometry was separately
relaxed in every case): (i) We added four additional layers
of GaAs to the substrate and compared the unreconstructed surfaces (a +b) and e. The energy difference
changed by less than 3 meV per surface atom. (ii) For the
fully relaxed geometries, we shifted the upper half of the
slab by half the lattice constant of the surface unit cell.
Energies changed by less than 6 meV. (iii) We fixed the
atomic positions in the central layers of the slab in their
ideal zinc-blende positions. Fixing one layer increased
the energy of the e surface by 7 me, and fixing three layers raised the energy by 17 meV. (iv) Finally, we compared our results from the normal slab, with those using
a single-surface slab. The energy difference between the
fully relaxed d and e surfaces changed by less than 4
meV. This last test allowed surface-induced relaxations
to propagate five layers into the bulk. Based on these
tests, we estimate that energy differences between the

D. Valence-force-Seld calculations
Calculations for supercells representing thick (up to 17
monolayers) systems are done using the valence-forcefield method. The total elastic energy of such supercell
structures is minimized subject to the constraint that the
top two GaInP2 layers are fixed at the geometry found in
self-consistent pseudopotential calculations. Hence, unlike Boguslawski,
surwho used an unreconstructed
face, we explore here the energetic consequences of surface reconstruction on structural selectivity a few layers
below the surface. We use as input to the VFF equilibriurn bond lengths and elastic parameters
deterxnined
directly from the pseudopotential calculations for zincblende GaP, InP, and GaAs and InAs. These differ
somewhat from the empirical values tabulated, e.g. , in
Ref. 68. The structural optimization is carried out by
directly relaxing the coordinates of the (nonfrozen) atoms
method.
Since the top two
using a conjugate-gradient
monolayers are frozen in the pseudopotential-determined
geometry, we omit from the energy calculation all bonds
lying within those layers, as well as all bond angles involving exclusively atoms within those layers.

"

V. PSEUDOPOTENTIAI. STUDIES OF THE
CATION- TERMINATED SURFACES
A. Relative energies of various surface topologies
of cation-terminated GaInP2/GaAs (001)

1. Relaxed but unreconstructed surfaces
Calculated energies for relaxed but unreconstructed
surfaces are given in the first row of Table II. In agreement with the calculations (but not the conclusions) of
all energy differences between unreconBoguslawski,
structed surfaces (alloyed or phase separated) are considerably smaller than kT, where T -900 K is the growth
the model of Matsumura,
temperature.
Similarly,
Kuwano, and Oki, ' ' which assumes an unreconstructed
1 X 1 surface unit cell, gives, in light of our calculated energies, the wrong ground-state structure and negligible
order-disorder transition temperature.
Clearly, surface
effects without reconstruction do not give rise to any
significant structural preference. Suzuki, Gomyo, and
Iijima suggested that surface-relaxation effects associated with incorporation of a large atom (In) create lateral
strains that encourage subsequent acceptance of only a
small atom (Ga) next to it. We find, however, that elastic
size effects are more easily accoxnrnodated at the free surface (where atoms can relax freely in the perpendicular
direction) than in the bulk, in that the energy differences
indicated in the first line of Table II are smaller than
those appropriate for the corresponding bulk systems
(-40 meV/atom pair). ' Hence, strain relief alone induces no structural preferences at the surface. Electronically we find that all unreconstructed surfaces are metals.

"
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TABLE II. Surface energies for the varoius GaInP2/GaAs (001) reconstruction modes discussed in
the text. The energies are in meV per surface atom relative to the unreconstructed a + b (phase separated) surface (surfaces a and b have their own separate zero of energy). We show separately the results of
the dimerzied+ buckled+ tilted (DBT) surface with Ga up and with In up.
Surface type

Surface
geometry

a+b

Unreconstructed
Dimerized
Dimerized+ buckled

DBT-Ga up
DBT-In up

0

—785
—732
—836
—836

0

—366
—448
—564
—564

2. The reconstructed surface
The situation changes significantly when reconstructions are permitted (Figs. 3 and 4). Surface dimerization
results in heteropolar (Ga-In) dimers on surfaces c and e
(Fig. 4) but in homopolar (Ga-Ga or In-In) dimers on surfaces a, b, and d (Fig. 3). Relative to the undimerized
surfaces, dimerization lowers the energy by an average of
600 meV per surface atom (Table II, line 2). In addition
to dimerization we And in all cases two other energywithin the 2X2 surface unit
lowering reconstructions

CuPt - like GalnP&/GaAs

C

0

—575
—590
—701
—701

2

—692
—623
—799

—684
—684

—620
—602
—715
—705

cell. First, dimers relax perpendicularly
to the surface
creating [110] dimer rows of alternating high and low dimers [e.g. , see Fig. 4(c)]. We will refer to this as "buckling. This motion does not alter the symmetry of the d
surface, where the two dimers are already distinct before

"

Chalcopyrite

like GalnP2/GaAs

(001)

(cation terminated)

(a) Relaxed

(001)

(cation terminated)
(b)

(a) Relaxed

Dimerized (D)

(c) Dimerized + Buckled (DB)
(b)

Reconstructed

(DBT)

(d)

Dimerized + Buckled + Tilted (DBT)

(c) ionized

FIG. 3. Side

of atomic geometries for the cation terminated d (CP) surface of GaInP2. The surface atoms are Ga
(white), In (grey), and P (black) on top of a (001) substrate GaAs
view

layer (white). (a) Relaxed but undimerized, (b) fully reconstructed with buckled and tilted dimers, and (c) ionized (Sec. V D).

FIG. 4. Side view of atomic geometries for the various reconstruction modes described in the text for the cation terminated e
(CH) surface of GaInP2. The atoms for Ga (white), In (grey),
and P (black) on top of a (001) substrate GaAs layer (white). (a)
Relaxed but undimerized, (b) dimerized, (c) dimerized and buckled, and (d) fully reconstructed.

SPONTANEOUS SURFACE-INDUCED LONG-RANGE ORDER

buckling, but it breaks the symmetry of the other surfaces. Buckling lowers the energy of the b surface (Table
II, line 3), but raises the energy for surfaces a and e (so
these surfaces will not buckle). Second the high dimer
tilts in the [110] direction becoming nonhorizontal,
whereas the low dimer remains virtually horizontal [e.g. ,
see Fig. 4(d)]. This tilt is natural for surfaces with heteropolar dimers (c and e), but constitutes a symmetry breaking for the other surfaces [see Fig. 3(b)]. Since the four
surface sites are inequivalent in the final geometry, there
are two different ways of distributing the two Ga and the
two In atoms in each of the topologies, c, d, and e. We
will characterize this by the type of atom (Ga or In) occupying the site on the high dimer that tilts upwards. The
third and fourth lines of Table II show that the d surface
strongly prefers having the larger In atom on the high dimer, whereas the c and e surfaces show a slight preference for the smaller (but more electronegative) Ga atom
to be tilted up. Tilting leads to a uniform energy lowering of 100 meV but does not affect the relative stability of
the surfaces ' (Table II, lines 3 and 4). This insensitivity
of the relative surface energies to tilting of the high dimer
suggests that the low dimer might be responsible for the
increased stability of the d surface over the others. Note
from Table I that among the a + b, c, d, and e surfaces, d
is the only one where the low dimer contains only small
atoms (Ga-Ga). Therefore, it is best able to relax into the
electronically optimal (see below) geometry where it becomes nearly coplanar with the P atoms.
As shown in Table II, the reconstructions (dimerization, buckling, and tilting) considerably lower the energy
of all the surfaces and, most significantly, make the surface corresponding to the observed CP& ordering (d) the
lowest in energy by 84 meV per surface atom. Thus, surface reconstruction not only fauors atomic arrangements
that are unstable in the bulk, but it also results in energy
differences large enough to produce order at T .
Note that in GaInP2/GaAs the CH surface e (obin Ga2AsSb) is the next lowest-energy structure
served
after CP~ and that the CP ~ structure (never observed) is
the highest-energy member in this series. Within the precision of our calculation we hence find that surface reconstruction of a cation layer changes the energy order
CH C&A (&a+b) &CPz =CP& found in the bulk, '
yielding instead CPs & CH & (a + b) & CP
noted in their
Og ale, Thomsen, and Madhukar
Monte Carlo simulation
of the growth of (001)
Alo 33Gao 67As that if one assumes some simple form of
surface reconstruction this can produce ordering in the
following adsorbed layer through modification of kinetic
parameters. We have shown here that electronic effects
at the surface can lead to a thermodynamic (as opposed to
kinetic) preference for ordering. Kondow et al. suggested that CP~ ordering in GalnPz/GaAs (100) is kinetically driven, since at its growth temperature the bulk
disordered alloy or phase separation should have been observed. However, it has been shown before '
that
coherence of a film with its substrate can remove phase
separation from contention even without the presence of
a surface or kinetic effects.

„.

'

B. Electronic

IN. . .
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A negative-U system

We find that all of the reconstructions in GaP, InP,
and GaInP2, are electronically driven. Unreconstructed
cation surfaces have two broken bonds per surface atom,
' electron. When two surface atoms
each containing —,
dimerize, two of their three electrons occupy the bonding
orbital [Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)]. This leaves one unpaired
electron per dimer; hence the unbuckled, dimerized
(2 X 2) surface is metallic.
Energy can, however, be
lowered by breaking the symmetry through buckling and
tilting. Of the four atoms in a dimer pair, we find that
three relax toward planar sp -like configurations and the
fourth atom moves up into a pyramidal
s p -like
configuration with bond angles approximating 90'. This
allows the fourth atom to bind the two unpaired electrons

(a)

p„bonding
(unoccupied
18.5
C&

Ga

Ga

+As~

(b)

~A,

~+A, QA9
I

I

Dangling bond
In

QA~s

p

bonding

&~c.

QA

Fi3'A

'9

~S

(d)
p

bonding

FIG. 5. Contour plots of selected surface states for the d surface at the I point in the Brillouin zone in two cuts (through
the low Ga-Ga dimer, left, and the high In-In dimer, right). (a)
shows a Ga-Ga p bonding state (lowest unoccupied state), (b)
shows an In dangling-bond state (highest occupied state), and (c)
and (d) show the deeper Ga-Ga and In-In p bonding states.
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Cation

in a "dangling-bond" (lone-pair) state [Fig. 5(b)]. Hence,
the high atom acts as an "anion, receiving electrons
from the low atoms that behave therefore as "cations.
The lowest unoccupied state is a bonding p„state on the
low dimer [Fig. 5(a)]. Note therefore that a pair of dimers forms a negative-U system where two neutral (horizontal) dimers are unstable with respect to disproportionation into a positively charged low (L) dimer and a
negatively charged high (H) dimer. For example,

"

In):

(Ga —Ga) +(In —

U(CPB

)

"

GalnP2 lGaAs (001)

00

1.06
(0.

0.0

.10

1.13
8)

The foregoing analysis suggests that if the two electrons in the dangling-bond state on the high dimer [Fig.
5(b)] could be removed, e.g. , by heavy p doping or by excitation, both dimers would prefer planar sp -like arrangements and the energy advantage of the d surface
should vanish. To examine this, we have performed a total energy minimization for the doubly ionized surfaces.
This showed that the total energy di6'erence between the
d* and e* surfaces (we denote ionized structures by an
asterisk) is indeed reduced from 84 to I meV per surface
atom; hence, the In dangling-bond electrons are indeed
responsible for the buckling of CP~. A side view of the
resulting d* surface is shown in Fig. 3(c) and the dimer

(c-2)
94
I

GaInp2 surfaces

dangling bonds

(0

26)

C. Structure of relaxed and reconstructed

D. Structural consequences of ionizing the

1)

(c-1)
1.06

(0.

1.21

(0.72) 1.05

1

00

I

34)

1.05
5)

1

1.12

(0.

)

(4)

Figures 6(a) —6(e) tabulate the geometries of fully relaxed and reconstructed cation surfaces for the neutral
GalnP2/GaAs (001) system. In addition to the bondangle changes already discussed, several features are
noteworthy: (i) The cation-anion bond lengths are mainly
determined by the dimer type (high or low). The bond
lengths for the higp dimers are 6% and 11% longer than
the bond lengths for the low dimer, whereas the
difference between Ga-P and In-P bond lengths for a
given dimer type is only 6%. (ii) The cation-cation dimer
bond lengths are comparable to the cation-anion bond
lengths and are longer for the high dimer and for dimers
containing In. (iii) For a given dimer type (high or low),
and occupation (by Ga or In) the geometry is highly
transferable. For example, the low dirner on the a surface is almost identical to the low dirner on the d surface.
Similarly, compare high b with high d and high c with
high e. Even the low dimer on the c surface resembles
the low dimer on the e surface after 180' rotation. (iv)
The low dimer, preferring coplanar bonding arrangement
with its P neighbors, moves downward and the P sublayer atoms relax towards the high dimers in order to facilitate this. Low dimers with two small Ga atoms are
able to achieve a more optimal bonding arrangement
than dimers containing In.

1

1.00

(Ga —Ga)L +(In —In)H .

The energy gain involved (difference between the fifth and
200
the second lines of Table II) is as large as U= —
meV/surface atom.
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40)
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FIG. 6. Schematic top view of the 2X2 unit cell depicting
fully relaxed and reconstructed geometries (dimerized, buckled,
and tilted) of the five prototype cation-terminated
GaInP& surfaces shown in Fig. 2. For the c, d, and e surfaces we show the
two variants with Ga up (denoted 1) and In up (denoted 2).
Parts (d*) and (e*) give the geometries for the ionized d and e
surfaces. In addition to bond lengths and bond angles, the
heights (in parentheses) of the Ga (white) and In (grey) atoms
over the P (black) subsurface layer, and the approximate direction and magnitude of the horizontal displacement of the P
atoms from their ideal zinc-blende positions are given. Individual vertical displacements
of the P atoms are all small.
Lengths are given in units of the average of the bond lengths of
bulk GaP and InP. In these units, the bulk bond lengths of GaP
and InP are 0.96 and 1.04, respectively.
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geometries are tabulated in Fig. 6 [see (d') and (e*)]. We
would expect the ionized surfaces to have dimer
geometries similar to the low dimer geometries for the
neutral surfaces. Comparing the two, we see that the
bond lengths are closely preserved but that dimers on the
ionized surfaces sit higher above the P layer than the corresponding low dimers on the neutral surfaces. This is
because the P atoms in the former case are unable to relax. The vanishing (d*) vs (e*) energy difference upon
ionization is a possible explanation for the fact that p-

IN. . .

doped samples show dramatically reduced ordering; it
also opens the possibility for undoing the reconstruction
(hence, ordering) by optical excitations during growth.
This argument also shows that ordering depends on cov'
is less than —,
erage: if the cation surface coverage
monolayer, all high dimer dangling-bond electrons can
transfer to the P dangling bonds with a consequent loss of
' &O&1 the transfer is parstructural selectivity. For —,
tial. We therefore expect that the contribution to ordering from reconstructed cation surfaces will be reduced for
' & & 1 and vanish for & —,
surfaces with —,

0

0 '.

0
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Absence of ordering in Alo &Gao &As/GaAs

05

1.01

—
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geometries for these surfaces. Again the major variation
is between the high and low dimers. The Ga dimers have
Ga As bond lengths about 2% longer than the Ga P
bond lengths, but are otherwise remarkably similar to the
Ga dimers on the GaInP2 surfaces. The Al As bond
lengths are identical to the Ga As bond lengths, but the
Al-Al dimer length is slightly longer than the Ga Ga dimer length.

—

—

—
—

—

CuPt - like GalnP2/GaAs

e-1)

(001)

Since Ala ~oao ~As does not order (or orders only
it is interesting
weakly) when grown on (001) substrates,
to compare the energies of the GaInP2 surfaces to those
of A1GaAs2. We separately considered Ga and Al as the
highest atom on the high dimer (Table III). We find that
when the Ga atom is in the up position, the energy is
lowest. Recall (Sec. V B) that the high atom accepts electrons from the "low" atoms. Since Ga has a deeper lying
s orbital energy than Al (the calculated I.DA s orbital en7. 83, 9. 17, and
8. 46
ergies for Al, Ga, and In are
eV, respectively) and since the p orbital energies are similar, the system prefers to have Ga, not Al, as the high
atom. Most importantly, we find that the energy of surface d is now only 9 meV per surface atom below that of
the e surface, so the energy difference is negligible compared to kT . Hence, the resulting surface topology is
likely to be disordered. This is consistent with experiwhere strong ordering is seen only for growth on
ment,
the [110] surface. Figure 7 tabulates the resulting

—
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(001)

(anion terminated)
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FIG. 7. Schematic top view of the 2X2 unit cell depicting
fully relaxed and reconstructed geometries (dimerized, buckled,
and tilted) for the a, b, d, and e cation-terminated AlGaAs2 prototype surfaces. For the d and e surfaces we show the two variants with Ga up (1) and Al up (2). The notation and units are as
in Fig. 6.

FIG. 8. Side view of the single-surface slab used for the
anion-terminated surface calculations. The surface atoms are P
(black), Ga (white), and In (grey) on top of a (001) substrate
GaAs layer (white).
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F.

terminated

Anion

The buckled and tilted surfaces described above should
be considered as a possible candidate geometry for
cation-terminated
surfaces of binary III-V semiconductors. A 2X4 cell is frequently observed, ' and is believed to be a partially covered, dimerized surface with
It should be noticed,
one out of four dimers missing.
however, that a variation of our buckled surface, with a
would also result in a
dimer sequence up-up-down-down,
2X4 cell. It is possible, however, that the elastic relaxations in the phosphorus sublayer (see Fig. 6) make this
variation energetically unfavorable.
Another possible
modification would be a translation of every second dimer chain by a/V'2 along the chain. This would lead to
a (4X2) cell with alternating high-low dimers also in the
direction perpendicular to the dimer chains. We find that
the chain-chain interaction is weak, and that this "chain
sliding" modifies the energy by less than 10 meV/surface
atom.
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VI. PSEUDOPOTENTIAL STUDIES
OF THE ANION- TERMINATED SURFACES
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FIG. 9. Schematic top view of the 2X2 unit cell depicting
fully relaxed and reconstructed geometries (dimerized, buckled,
adn tilted) for the a, b, d, and e anion terminated GaInP2 prototpye surfaces. The notation and units are as in Fig. 6.

P

X

X=CPA

P

Y

Ga

~

X=PS

FIG. 10. Strain energies of GaInP2 due to
structural changes in the second subsurface
layer (h =2). Each panel gives the energies of
the c, d, and e topologies in layer Y (relative to
phase separation a +b), for specific topologies
in layer X. The empty and shaded bars correspond to translations of the pattern by a /&2
in the [110] or [110]directions.

c~ 60—
e

~

We next ask how surface energies are modified when
the cation layers are covered by phosphorus. We denote
this first subsurface layer by h =1. As before, we use a
2X2 unit cell and calculate the energies of the prototype
topologies (a, b, d and e on a GaAs substrate) but all
covered by a single monolayer of P that is allowed to
dimerize. The P-P dimer length is found to be shorter
than the Ga-In cation dimer length, leading to much
larger subsurface relaxations (compare the cation surfaces in Figs. 3 and 4 with the anion surface illustrated in
Fig. 8). For this reason we exclusively used a singlesurface slab with 7 —,'-monolayer thickness. The resulting
dimer geometries are tabulated in Fig. 9. In addition to
the dimerization we observe a buckling of the alternate
dimers. The buckling is less than that for the cation sur-

GaAs

As

X=CH

X =CPB

100-

)

Implications for zinc-blende systems

40—

0
CPA

CQ

CH

CPA

CQ

CH

CPA

CQ

CH

CPA

CQ

CH

SPONTANEOUS SURFACE-INDUCED LONG-RANGE ORDER

TABLE III. Surface energies for fully reconstructed cationterminated Alo &Ga05As/GaAs (001) system. The energies are
in meV per surface atom relative to the a + b phase-separated
surface. The dimer type (Al up or Ga up) refers to the atom
farthest from the surface.
Surface type
d

Dimer
type

Al up

Ga up

0
0

38

—35

7

—26
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mirror plane being vertical and containing the dimer),
whereas the pseudopotential-determined
geometry exhibits a small breaking of that symmetry caused by the residual interaction between the (mutually rotated) top and
bottom surfaces. This symmetry breaking causes a small
spurious splitting of the energies of the CP~ and CH subvariants at h =2, and to avoid this we have imposed the
symmetry on the surface geometries used to generate Fig.
10 (only). The results show that all subsurface cation ar-

face (compare Figs. 6 and 9), and the dimers are horizontal. The surfaces are still metallic and therefore likely to
reconstruction.
Using arguments
undergo additional
similar to those we used for the cation surfaces, a semiconducting surface might possibly be achieved in a 4 X 2

h=3

P

X

P

As

Y

Ga

GaAs

(a) Buckled dimers

cell with three high dimers followed by a low. Within the
2 X 2 cell we find that the e surface has the lowest energy,
nearly degenerate with d (3 meV higher) and that the
phase-separated
(a+b) is 33 meV higher. Thus, the
h = 1 layer affords little structural selectivity.

VII. VALENCE-FORCE-FIELD CALCULATIONS
OF BURIED CATION LAYERS

IN. . .

X=CP
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X=PS

X=CH

125
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Having discussed the relative energies of the cationterminated (h =0) and anion-terminated
(h = 1) surfaces,
we now turn to discussion of the energies of more deeply
buried (h ~ 2) cation layers. Figures 10—13 show the slab
structures and results of our VFF calculations of the subsurface strain energies for h =2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively,
where the hth layer (denoted I" in Figs. 10 —13) can have
each of the topologies shown in Fig. 2, i.e., CP~ =c,
CP&=d, and CH=e or phase separated (PS). In each
frozen
in the
were
case the top two layers
pseudopotential-determined
geometry, and their strain
energy was omitted. The energies are given relative to
the phase-separated state (the average of the pure Ga
[Fig. 3(a)] and pure In [Fig. 3(b)] configurations) in the
hth layer, since absolute comparisons of the strain energies with difFerent surfaces (denoted X in Figs. 10—13)
and/or different values of h are not meaningful on account of omission of surface strain and chemical energies
difference engendered
and the chemical-energy
when
transmuting a layer of GaAs into GaInP2 or vice versa.
Note that the subsurface elastic effects of the surface
reconstruction result in a splitting of the energies of the
two phase-reversed partners of a particular topology, and
these are depicted separately in Figs. 10—13 by the white
and shaded areas. We will refer to these phase-reversed
structures as subvariants of CP „CP~, or CH (the term
"variant" is reserved for the A and B partners of the CP
structure).
The results shown include all of the
surface geometries (X) dispseudopotential-calculated
cussed above. Layer-by-layer discussion of the results
follows.
A. Results for h

=2

The cation-terminated surfaces should have a mirrorplane symmetry operation located at each dimer (with the
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FIG. 11. Strain energies of GaInP& due to structural changes
in the third subsurface layer (h =3). Each panel gives the energies of the c, d, and e topologies in layer Y (relative to phase separation a +b), for specific topologies in layer X. The empty and
shaded bars correspond to translations of the pattern by a/&2
in the [110] or [110] directions. We show the energies of the
layers underneath a P-terminated surface with buckled dimers
(a) and with the buckling removed (b).
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FIG. 12. Strain energies of GaInP2 due to
structural changes in the fourth subsurface layer (h =4). Each panel gives the energies of the
c, d, and e topologies in layer Y (relative to
phase separation a +b), for a specific topology
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rangements X have similar energies, except the highenergy CPz subvariant, whose energy is considerably
higher than the others. The low-energy CP~ subvariant
is favored slightly (by about 10 meV/surface atom) over
the next lowest-energy arrangement, the phase-separated
state. Note the very large splitting between the CPz subvariants induced by the surface reconstruction, and the
relatively weak dependence of the relative subsurface
strain energies on the topology of the surface (X). The
former reflects the strong influence that surface recon-
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structions exert on subsurface layers, and the latter
reflects the strong similarities in the reconstructions of
surfaces. One can gain a
the various cation-terminated
of the reason CP~ is favored
qualitative understanding
over the other ordered structures and why the two CP &
subvariants exhibit such large splitting by examination of
Fig. 14(a), which shows the VFF-relaxed atomic positions
for the CPz surface on a thick GaAs substrate. The arrows indicate the major relaxation directions of subsurface atom rows in response to primarily bond-angle constraints induced by dimerization
of surface cations.
From these one can see that in the second subsurface layer the [110]-oriented row of atoms beneath the surface
dimer row has stretched bonds relative to its parallel
partner that does not lie beneath a dimer row. Thus, if
that layer is occupied by a mixture of Ga and In atoms,
the In atoms will prefer to lie beneath the dimer row, and
the Ga atoms in the adjacent row, thus producing a layer
of the CPz type. The other CP„subvariant would have
the rows reversed, and would produce the worst possible
elastic fit, thereby having much higher strain energy.
Hence, dimerization of the cation surface both favors
CP z at h = 2 and splits the energies of CP into two subvariants in that layer.
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FIG. 13. Strain energies of GaInp2 due to structural changes
in the fifth subsurface layer (h =5). Each panel gives the energies of the c, d, and e topologies in layer Y(relative to phase separation a + b), for a specific topology in layer X. The empty and
shaded bars correspond to translations of the pattern by a/&2
in the [110]or [110] directions.

for h

=3

For h = 3 shown in Fig. 11 (which has an anionterminated
is much
surface) the energy selectivity
greater, with the CP~ layer structure being preferred by
about 35 meV/surface atom over the lowest-energy CP~
subvariant, regardless of the topology of the first subsurface layer (X). Note also the large splitting of the two
subvariants of CPz and those of CP~. One can understand these trends qualitatively by inspecting Figs. 14(c)
atomic
and 14(d), which show the first-principles-relaxed
positions for the CP~ surface on a GaAs substrate, with
arrows indicating major relaxation directions of subsurface atom rows. In Fig. 14(c) we see row relaxations in-
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duced primarily by dimerization of the surface P atoms.
It is clear that at h =3 one of the CPz subvariants provides the best fit, with the other CPz subvariant providing the worst fit. In Fig. 14(d) we see row relaxations induced primarily by buckling of the surface dimer rows,
and there it is clear that the two CP „subvariants provide, respectively, the best and worst fits. That one of the
CP~ subvariants wins out overall is a consequence of the
larger relaxations induced by dimerization than by buckling.
Because the 2X2 cell used in the first-principles calculations may not permit an accurate representation of the
surface reconstruction
ground-state
of the anionterminated surfaces (e.g. , the calculated surfaces are still
metallic), we also show in Fig. 11(b) the subsurface strain
surfaces with the buckling
energies of anion-terminated
of the frozen surface removed, i.e., with a (2X 1) surface
symmetry. In this case the splitting of the CPz and CH
subvariants
disappears, as expected. The amount by
which the lowest CPz subvariant is favored over the
nearest competitor (now phase separation) is increased to
-90 meV/surface atom, comparable to the energy selectivity at the cation-terminated (h =0) surface. This large
energy preference for CP~ induced at h = 3 by the dimerization of the P surface is similar to the mechanism proposed by Leooues et al. to explain one type of ordering
observed in SiGe alloys. The quantitative difference in
the degree of energy selectivity between h =2 (Fig. 10)
and h =3 (Fig. 11) is primarily a result of the fact that
the P-P dimers of the anion-terminated surface are more
tightly bound than their cation counterparts, thus inducing greater subsurface strain. Comparison of the h =3
results for buckled and unbuckled surfaces [Figs. 11(a)
and 11(b), respectivelyj indicates that splitting of the
CP ~ and CH variants by higher-order (than mere dimeri-

(a)

[«0]

[110]
(b)
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zation) reconstructions can alter the details of the picture
somewhat, but the dominant selectivity is due to the dimerization itself, and we expect that the preference for
CPz is likely to survive the smaller degree of buckling
likely to be found in a calculation using a larger surface
unit cell provided the dimers are organized in chains.

C. Results for

h

=4

For h =4 shown in Fig. 12 (which has a cationterminated surface) we find that the relative energies are
only weakly dependent on the topology of the second
subsurface layer, so we show only those energies for
which that layer has the lowest energy, i.e. , the CP~ layer
structure. Here again CPz is favored over the other
structures, though the next lowest-energy structure (CH)
is only 7 —15 meV/surface atom higher in energy, depending on the surface topology. Figure 14(b) shows the
major row relaxations, induced primarily by buckling of
the surface dimer rows. One can see from these that the
two CPz subvariants provide the best and worst fits at
h =4. We are not certain as to the degree to which the
preference for the lowest of the CP~ subvariants over the
CH structure would survive the enlargement of the surface unit cell to allow more complex higher-order reconstructions, but in any case, the preference is small enough
We
that it may be largely lost at growth temperatures.
note that the low-energy subvariant corresponds to true
three-dimensional
CuPt ordering of the surface together
with the second and fourth subsurface layers, whereas the
high-energy subvariant corresponds to having an antiphase boundary between the second and fourth subsurwho did not
face layers. In contrast, Boguslawski,
consider reconstructed
surfaces, found the antiphase
boundary to give the lower energy.

"

D. Results for

h

=5

For h =5 shown in Fig. 13 (which has an anionterminated surface) we again present only results for
which the third subsurface (cation) layer has the lowestenergy CP~ layer structure, since there is only weak
dependence of the relative energies on the state of order
of that layer. Here the stability sequence has nearly reverted to that of the bulk, '
with the phase-separated
and CH states being the most stable and CP the least
stable. We also find little change in the results when the
surface buckling is removed. Of the two CPz subvariants
shown under the CPz surface, the one with the lower energy (by about 10 meV/surface atom) is the one with an
antiphase boundary, whereas the higher-energy variant
has the true three-dimensional CuPt structure.

'

(c)

[«0]

(d)

110

h=3

FIG. 14. Side view of atomic geometries for the cation terminated [(a) and (b)] and anion-terminated
[(c) and (d)] GalnP2
d surfaces. The surface atoms are Ga (white), In (grey), and P
(black) on top of a (001) substrate GaAs layer (white). The arrows illustrate the relaxation of subsurface atom rows (see text).

K. Summary of subsurface calculations

In summary, we see that the surface dimerization, the
most well verified and the most energetically profitable
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(Table II) of the surface reconstructions found in the
first-principles calculations, induces a strong preference
for CPz layer ordering at h =3, and weak preference for
CP~ at h =2, whereas surface dimer row buckling induces a weak preference for CPz layer ordering at h =4.
Tilting of surface dimers appears to have no major qualitative effect on subsurface layers, though electron counting arguments suggest that it is closely related to the
buckling of dimer rows. A nearly bulklike stability sequence is found by h =5. We find that surface energetics
(not kinetics) explains (i) why GalnP/GaAs does not
phase separate, (ii) why the ordering is of the (111) type
(not CH or CA), (iii) why the (111) ordering occurs on
variant 8 (not 3).

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Our results show that the CPz topology has the lowest
energy both at the free (cation-terminated) h =0 surface
and at the third h =3 subsurface layer, while past the
fourth subsurface layer, the energy order of different topologies approaches that of the bulk crystal. Hence, if
atoms could freely move to attain the global minimum
energy, we will have a CP~ structure in the near-surface
layers, and chalcopyrite inside the epitaxial bulk. As discussed, however, in Sec. IVA, atomic mobility is large
near the surface, and is slowed down considerably in
deeply buried layers. To see how this could produce
long-range ordering through the film, consider the following scenarios:
Scenario (i). Assume that the growing surface has cations exposed for a sufficiently long time so that a locally
complete (a few surface unit cells) cation-terminated
reconstructed surface can form before subsequent coverage, and that bulk diffusion following subsequent coverage is largely ineffective in rearranging the order established at the surface. Local completion could easily be
envisioned to occur, for example, via growth at steps.
Then (Table II) the first cation layer grown on the substrate would prefer to order in the CP~ topology
(presumably with domains of both subvariants present).
When the second cation layer is deposited, and takes the
CPz form, no particular preference for phasing (stacking
relationship) between that layer and the buried CP~ layer
is expected, so both CP~ subvariants would form with
more or less equal probability. When the third cation
layer is deposited, the strong preference for true CPz
stacking at h =4 (rather than formation of an antiphase
boundary), would drive the placement of the surface CP~
layer to be appropriate within a given domain to the true
three-dimensional
CP~ stacking begun there when the
second cation layer was deposited.
Thus, a mix of
domains of the two CP~ subvariants would be formed,
with the degree of order depending on the degree of surface CP~-layer order achieved, as well as on subsequent
disordering of buried cation layers through slower bulk
diffusion.
Scenario (ii). Assume that the growing surface does
not have cations exposed for a sufficient time needed to
form CPz at the surface, and that subsurface diffusion
occurs at a substantial rate to a depth of h =3 but becomes insignificant thereafter. Then, each mixed-cation

layer, as it passes through a depth of h =3, would rearrange into a CP& layer structure (Fig. 11) as a result of
the dimerization of the P-terminated surface, regardless
of the state of order of the mixed-cation layer above it at
h = 1. However, in the absence of significant lifetimes for
cation-terminated
surfaces, we cannot invoke the CPz
layer-phasing mechanism that occurs at h =4 and need
to look further for a layer-phasing mechanism that would
be active with P-terminated surfaces. At present we
know of no such mechanism, though it is possible that
surface steps may exert some inhuence through a choice
of which pairs of rows of atoms dimerize or through an
enhancement of the probability of formation of CP& at
h =1 with fixed phase relative to the CPz layer at h =3.
The latter would not require diffusion to h =3, but only
to h = 1 (or at steps). Note that ordering was observed to
occur only in a "window" of temperatures. It is hence
natural to assume in this scenario that if the temperature
is too low, then only layers h =0, 1 are fiuid, and ordering
does not occur since h = 1 has but a small ordering selectivity (Sec. VI). On the other hand, if the temperature is
too high, even layers 4 and 5 are Quid, and again ordering
does not occur, since these layers too have small structural selectivity (Figs. 12 and 13). At intermediate temperatures, where diffusion penetrates to h =3 (but no further),
ordering is maximized because of the significant energetic
preference for CP~ ordering there (Fig. 11).
Scenario (iii). A variation of the scenario above involves the assumption
of a locally complete cationterminated surface existing for a time too short for surface diffusion to create much CPz ordering at h =0, but
long enough for the reconstruction of that surface to take
place. Assume further that there is a gradual falloff of
subsurface diffusion with increasing depth into the film,
rather than a relatively abrupt falloff for h 3. Then
when the only slightly ordered surface is buried to a
depth of h =3, the CP~ ordering will be enhanced by the
(somewhat limited) subsurface diff'usion. At this level,
the initially small degree of ordering will select a surface
P-P dimerization pattern that will, in turn, enhance the
existing CPz order at the expense of the other variant.
When this layer passes to h =4, it will dictate the pattern
of cation-surface reconstruction such that the small degree of CPz order achieved there will have the correct
phase with respect to the h =4 layer, so that true threedimensional CP~ ordering results, though the imperfections due to rapid coverage of the cations at h =0 and the
limited subsurface diffusion at h =3 would be substantial.
All of our results and the foregoing discussion have applied to mixed-cation materials, in particular GaInPz.
However, spontaneous ordering into the CuPt structure
has been observed in a number of mixed-anion III-V systems as well, and it has been conclusively verified
that
the structure observed there is also CPz, rather than
CP ~. Some previous hypotheses concerning mechanisms
for surface-driven ordering
correctly predict CPz ordering in mixed-cation systems, but erroneously predict
CP ~ ordering in mixed-anion systems. Our calculations
for the P-terminated surface, as well as electron-counting
arguments, would suggest a buckled dimer structure,
which would tend to favor the CP~ structure at h =0.

)
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Based on the relaxations seen in Fig. 14(c), we would expect that Cpz is elastically preferred at h =2. Thus,
while the preferred state of order of the reconstructed
surface cannot be ascertained, we can say that the subsurface strain induced by dimerization would still promote
CP~ ordering.
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